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      Monitor text messages, GPS locations, call details, photos and social media activity. View the screen and location LIVE!
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      How It Works

      Get quick information about the installation steps and how to use the program to monitor a smartphone or tablet.

      Learn More
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      Online Demo

      Interact with a working example of the online control panel to get a feel for how easy it is to monitor your smartphone.

      Online Demo
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      Purchase Now

      Purchase online through our secure shopping cart to get the app and start monitoring your smartphone today.

      Purchase Now

      

      

      

    



    
      What is Mobile Spy Smartphone Monitoring Software? 

      Mobile Spy is the next generation of smartphone monitoring software. Do you worry your child or employee is abusing their smartphone or Internet privileges? Our software can help you keep them on the right track.



				First, notify your child or employee they will be monitored. Then install the tamper-proof app directly onto the compatible smartphone you own and wish to monitor. Your child or employee will also be notified they are being monitored by device notifications and a tamper-proof icon.


				The program inserts logs of activities into your online account. You can login to your account from any web browser to view logs.
				

      
      QUICK FEATURES LIST

      	View complete SMS text messages     
	Monitor WhatsApp and iMessage     
	Get GPS locations as often as you wish     
	Monitor Facebook and Twitter messages     
	Log call details and websites visited     
	View photos taken by the phone     
	View memos, contacts and email     
	Block Apps from running on the phone     
	View LIVE Screen with LIVE Panel Option 
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DEVICE REQUIREMENTS
  

  Any compatible Android, iPhone or BlackBerry based smartphone or tablet including many models by Apple, Samsung, HTC, more

  

  COMPATIBLE PHONE CARRIERS 

  T-Mobile, Sprint, O2, Orange, Verizon, Alltel, AT&T, more


	3 Months

    $ 49 97

  BUY NOW










  
      To view the results, simply login to your secure account using any computer or mobile web browser. Logs are displayed by categories and sorted for easy browsing.

      Mobile Spy does not rely on the phone's call and message database to log activities. So even if your child or employee tries to delete their usage histories, the information will still be retained and inserted to your account. 

      The system is compatible with most models of iPhone and Android phones.

      







      
        Learn More About Mobile Spy!

        Experience the Power of Mobile Spy! Our commitment to excellence means we're always enhancing our software with cutting-edge features tailored to our devoted clientele. Discover a world of exclusive functionalities that set us apart. Explore a glimpse of Mobile Spy's remarkable capabilities below.
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      Text Message Monitoring

       Message Text, Sender's and Recipient's Number

        Learn what your child or employee is texting. Logs the content of every SMS and MMS message sent or received.
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      Call Monitoring

       Number Dialed, Date, Duration, Number of Caller

        Find out who they call, when they call, and how much time they spend on each call. 
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      Alerts

       Profanity Alert, Geo-Fencing, Contact Alerts

        Get alerts when your child conducts some prohibited actions on the monitored device. Profanity, Geo-Fencing, Contacts, Intrusion and Custom Alerts.
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      Web & Social Media Monitoring

       Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter and More

        Monitor all internet activity from Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter messaging services used on the mobile phone. View smartphone web history.
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      GPS Tracking

       View a Map of Logged Locations

        Find out exactly where your child or employee is. View a map of logged locations. Works where GPS signal is available.
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      Photo  Monitoring

       View All Photos  Taken By the Phone

        Discover what photos are taken on the smartphone or tablet. Log photos taken by the phone.
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      Gmail and YouTube Monitoring

       Gmail Message Text, Link to YouTube Video

        View Gmail messages sent/received, and get a link to every YouTube video watched on the smartphone or tablet.
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      Messenger Logs

       iMessage, Facebook, WhatsApp, BlackBerry PIN

        Instant messenger services are an alternative to carrier text messages. With Mobile Spy, you will be able to monitor these messages as well.
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      Contacts and Notes Monitoring

       Name, Phone, Email, Company, Date, Title

        Keep track of who they are contacting. Logs all contacts and notes that are saved on the mobile phone.
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      Application Blocking

       Remotely Block Any App

        Stop usage of all or some apps, including built in apps and downloaded apps.
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      SMS Commands

       GPS Location, SIM Change Alert, Lock / Wipe Device

        Send a text message from your phone containing a command for the monitored phone. Lock, get SIM info and remotely delete phone info such as call history/contacts.
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      LIVE Control Panel**

       View the Screen, Instant Location

        Mobile Spy premium option gives you instant monitoring, View the screen LIVE, view map of current location.

       

        

      

      

      *Android, iPhone and BlackBerry only.

      **LIVE Control Panel is available in the Premium option only.      

        

  








      
        What Our Customers Are Saying

        
          "Our daughter stole our truck, bank cards, credit cards and the phone. The only way to find her was by tracking the SMS with your software. The police were able to catch her with the messages. We would not have caught her as fast as we did without Mobile Spy."

          - Adam D 

            

          "I love this program it is working great and helping me monitor all the text messages from the monitored phone. I am trying to prevent pornography from getting to my child's phone."

            - Mike

        

        
          "That far exceeds what I would consider good product support! Thank you very much and you can count on my support and references on your other products, which by the way, are more stable and generally work better than those of your competitors." 

            - Robert 

            

          "Mobile-Spy is the best program available on the market today." 

            - Lynn 

        

        

  




      
        Start Monitoring in Three Easy Steps!

        When you're ready to start monitoring your child or employee's smartphone or tablet, you will be relieved to know that Mobile Spy is very easy to set up.

        [image: get started in 3 easy steps]

      

      



      
      
        Why should I 

          choose Mobile Spy over

        the rest?

        Being the first ever software to monitor iPhone,  iPad and

        Android devices, Mobile Spy sets the global standard. What makes 

        us stand above is the 24/7 LIVE online technical support, the LIVE Control 

        Panel and the years of research and improvement of the cell phone monitoring app itself. 

        Mobile Spy has gained major media attention from dozens of television stations, magazines and websites all over the world.

        

        Keep reading for the main reasons why you should choose Mobile Spy.
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         1. The ONLY Live Control Panel.

          Mobile Spy's LIVE Control Panel is the first of its kind. By adding this option you can view the phone's screen and current location LIVE on a map .  Only Mobile Spy offers these features!
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         2. We're here 24/7 to provide support.

          Many software companies suddenly lose interest in helping you after your purchase.. That's not us. Our Florida offices are staffed with agents ready to help you seven days per week. We also provide 24/7 live chat support. We will be there for you!
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         3. Trust a System Updated Since 2003.

          Our team began creating hybrid monitoring software technology in early 2003. Mobile Spy has matured into the most dependable cell phone monitoring app available. If stability is important to you, then you've found the perfect solution.
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         4. Monitor up to three devices.

          If needed, you can use your single Mobile Spy account to monitor multiple devices! For each license you purchase, you can monitor up to THREE devices! We also offer discounts for corporate customers needing to monitor large groups of phones. Simply request a quote from our support section.

        

        

        

        


      

      

      
      
        Why do I need Smartphone Monitoring Software?

        
          Empower Yourself with Mobile Spy: Concerned about your child's or employee's smartphone usage? Look no further. Mobile Spy is your solution. In today's digital age, SMS, Facebook, and various messaging platforms are widespread communication channels. What conversations are taking place? Is it about sensitive topics like smoking, drugs, or inappropriate content? And are they truly where they claim to be? Moreover, do your employees maintain confidentiality or divulge crucial information? These answers are your right to obtain.

          Install this seamless program onto your iPhone, Android, or BlackBerry smartphone—ensuring you have rightful consent for monitoring. Valuable call data, GPS locations, and SMS logs flow seamlessly into your confidential Mobile Spy user account.

        

        
        With the added advantage of remote access, you can scrutinize logs from anywhere, just by logging into the site through any web browser. Our innovative LIVE Screen Viewer feature lets you observe real-time activities. You'll witness their world exactly as they do. 

        In just 15 minutes, you can start monitoring. Unveil the truth behind your employees' or children's smartphone engagements with unparalleled ease and speed.

        Secure their safety with Mobile Spy  — your trusted guardian.
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  Disclaimer: Mobile Spy has been meticulously crafted with the intention of facilitating the monitoring of individuals, specifically children or employees, on a Smartphone that is legally owned by you. It is imperative that you fulfill the obligation of informing the users of the mobile phone, subject to monitoring through the Mobilespy service. Neglecting to carry out this notification may entail a breach of federal and state laws. In cases where the Mobilespy service software is installed on a phone device not owned by you, we are committed to providing utmost cooperation with law enforcement authorities.


The trademarks featured on this website are the exclusive property of their respective owners. Any mention of these trademarks is solely for the purpose of describing the compatibility of our mobile phone monitoring software with various Smartphone models and carriers.


Please be aware that some of the links on this website may be affiliate links. When you click on these links and make a purchase, we may earn a commission at no extra cost to you. We only promote products and services that we genuinely believe in and have tested or researched.




Do you like cookies? 🍪 We use cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more

I agree
















